
Introducing
LavaDo



With its native and user-friendly design, LavaDo 
provides employees access to the various HR Self 
Service, Finance, Purchasing, Project Management 
systems and more, all through a single sign-on, easy 
to use Mobile App.

In-short, LavaDo will let you manage your 
business; Anytime, Anywhere.

Hello!
A Sneak Peek.



Each module acts as a full-on app with different 
features, modules are customizable for each user, 
and all the features a few touches away.

LavaDo is divided
into modules

HRLava

HelpLava

AutoLava

MarketLava



HRLava

HelpLava

AutoLava

MarketLava

LavaDo can integrate easily with any 
platform your organization uses, using
our in-house middleware, LavaHub. 

LavaDo is
a container



FIRST,
LavaHR



LavaHR consists of
the following features

Vacation Request & Vacation History

Attendance & Attendance History

We will discuss them in detail in the upcoming 
slides.



FLEXIBLERESTRICTED

Attendance
comes in two

modes



Check-inMain Check-out

ATTENDANCE:
Restricted mode

• In this mode, users CAN’T change “Date and Time” or “WORK LOCATION”.
• They can’t check-in or Check out without Facial Authentication and 
  correct GPS location.



Check-inMain Check-out

• In this mode, users can SELECT and change “Date and Time” &    
  “WORK LOCATION”.
• There is no Facial Authentication required in this mode.

ATTENDANCE:
Flexible mode



Attendance
History
Employees can check their attendance 
history and how much hours they worked 
each week/day.



Employees can request a vacation, see their 
vacation balance and check the status of their
request.

Vacation Request
& Vacation History



SECOND,
LavaHelp



     LavaHelp,
smarter ticketing system
Manage all emails from customers in one app. 
Allow live chat, save time customer support.



Main

Customers can create support ticket in an easy to use
step by step screens, where they can input all the data
needed in an organized way. 

CREATE NEW
Support Ticket

1 2 3 4



Confirmation
& Ticket Number
After the customer enters all the data and
submits the request, a confirmation message 
will appear with the ticket number to be able 
to search for it easily.



Easy to use, with search functionality and filters, Customers can 
find their ticket easily, check the ticket updates.

SUPPORT
Ticket List

Main Ticket List Filters Ticket Details



Inbox &
Feedback
• Customers can update their support ticket and 
  chat with the customer support agent.
• After their issue is resolved, Customers will be 
  prompted with a feedback screen to rate the
  experience.



THIRD,
LavaAuto



     LavaAuto,
Vehicle Booking System
This module is part of a sophisticated system that can be used by 
your employees to check-in/out any vehicle using only their 
mobile phones.

*This module works alongside a standalone customer app.



Main RECEIPT SCAN Booking Data VEHICLE SCAN FINAL STEP

When the employee hit the “Vehicle Check in/out” button, a QR 
scan window opens allowing him to scan the vehicle and our 
smart system determine if it’s a check-in or a check-out and 
automatically go to the next step. 

VEHICLE 
CHECK-IN/OUT
Process



Vehicle
Replacement
Similar to check in/out, vehicle replacement 
starts by scanning the QR code on the vehicle 
and our smart system will handle the rest.  



FOURTH,
LavaFocus



ProjectsMain Tasks Task Page

Task
Progress

Employees can check the projects assigned to them and the tasks in 
each project. Also, they can check the severity of each task and add the 
time spent on each task.



HRLava

HelpLava

ERPLava

GOLava MoneyLava

AutoLava SMSLava

SupplyLavaPayLava

CRMLava

POSLavaEDULava

ManpowerLava

MarketLava

Pick and choose
what suits you.



GET IN
TOUCH

+20 10 1236 7312
info@LavaLoon.com

18 Hafez Ramadan St., Nasr City, Cairo, Egypt


